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BY THE NUMBERS
Dear Readers,

Eleven years in, the Q1 issue of Ethisphere Magazine is always our most anticipated by our readers. And that’s because it features the annual World’s Most Ethical Companies recipients. While the range of companies in The World’s Most Ethical Companies® list is diverse to be sure—the 124 honorees span 52 unique industries in 19 countries—in their submissions and in conversations with us at our events, some common themes emerge.

In the face of unprecedented change and pressure to adapt, what sets these organizations apart is their steadfast commitment to integrity and ethical behavior. This is as true for venerable brands like Ford, founded 1903, and Marks & Spencer, founded 1884, as it is for companies liked LinkedIn, which while it may be considered as the establishment in Silicon Valley’s memory has only been around since 2003.

What we’ve also noted among our honorees is that they set goals, measure progress and are accountable in their ethical efforts in much the same way as they do for their financials. They are as clear and deliberate about delivering practices of integrity to their stakeholders as they are about monetary returns.

And they believe strongly that being compliant does not necessarily equate with being ethical. These companies strive to go beyond what’s expected of them by regulators, devoting significant resources to ensuring their articulated values are understood by the whole organization and everyone with whom they do business.

Finally, they have highly engaged leadership and boards. Again, it’s about going beyond the basic fiduciary duties (though those remain very important) and asking challenging questions about culture. It also involves working closely with management to look around the corner at potential industry disruptions and ways to innovate—all while not losing sight of founding principles.

These companies continue striving for excellence throughout the year, and importantly also share their insight and lessons learned with others, including across Ethisphere’s BELA community and at the annual Global Ethics Summit and other forums around the world.

We encourage all leaders to take a look at the organizations represented on this year’s list and to spend some time getting to know what these companies are doing to have earned this recognition. Constant benchmarking and improvement is key in creating a culture of ethics and integrity, and there are no better examples in doing this than those recognized as the 2017 World’s Most Ethical Companies.

Stefan Linssen
Chief Content Officer
Ethisphere
BOARDS ARE GETTING CLOSER TO THE BUSINESS

Ethisphere’s survey of 2017’s The World’s Most Ethical Companies® revealed a marked commitment to boards developing closer relationships in key ways with stakeholders and employees. By getting closer to the business and learning about day-to-day operations, boards can see what’s around the corner in terms of challenges and opportunities, informing decisions about long term strategic direction.

**ACCESS IS KEY**

- **73%** A majority of boards vary the physical locations of board meetings to expose boards to other operations and staff.
- **68%** Similarly, more than two thirds encourage or facilitate visits for independent directors to company locations other than the primary headquarters.
- **74%** Nearly three quarters of honorees provide board access for employee concerns or reports.
- **76%** Most formally train board members on the company’s code of conduct.

Source: Statistics source: Ethics Quotient™ 2017, Ethisphere
The World’s Most Ethical Companies® outperform their peers when it comes to promoting ethical business standards and practices both internally and externally. These standards create a culture that enables their executives, managers and employees to make good choices for the companies as well as the communities in which they operate. The World’s Most Ethical Companies are shaping future industry standards by introducing tomorrow’s best practices today.

The following pages list the 2017 World’s Most Ethical Companies, outline Ethisphere’s methodology and selection process and highlight stories from some of this year’s honorees.
The following is a breakdown of the methodology used to determine the World’s Most Ethical Companies:

**Ethics & Compliance Program (35%)**
This category examines an organization’s program put in place to ensure compliance with applicable regulations, as well as conduct that complies with the highest ethical standards. The criteria used for this category are fully aligned to corporate best practices, relevant case law and the “hallmarks” of an effective compliance and ethics program, as outlined by the Federal Sentencing Guidelines, including:
1. Program structure, responsibility and resources;
2. Program oversight and tone at the top;
3. Written standards;
4. Training and communication;
5. Due care;
6. Detection, monitoring and auditing; and
7. Enforcement and discipline.

**Leadership, Innovation & Reputation (10%)**
This category measures an organization’s legal compliance, litigation, environmental and ethical track record, along with the strength of its reputation in the marketplace. While Ethisphere takes into account awards and accolades earned, the category also examines concrete examples of corporate leadership in local, national, industry and/or global initiatives that promote business ethics, responsible/sustainable business practices, environmental stewardship, good governance, transparency and social responsibility. The category seeks organizations that are out in front leading and creating positive change, not standing on the sidelines and joining in once others have paved the way.

**Governance (15%)**
This category examines the availability and quality of systems designed to ensure strong corporate governance (as defined by the US Sentencing Commission, Securities and Exchange Commission and other regulatory bodies), including oversight, governance principles and risk management. Governance criteria are modified as needed and as is appropriate when reviewing private companies, partnerships, educational institutions and non-profits.

**Corporate Citizenship, Sustainability & Responsibility (20%)**
This category reviews a wide range of an organization’s performance indicators associated with sustainability, citizenship and social responsibility, specifically including such areas as: environmental stewardship; community involvement; corporate philanthropy; workplace impact and well-being; and supply chain engagement and oversight. The quality and efficacy of the initiatives are considered, in addition to stated and measurable goals, accountability and transparency.

**Culture of Ethics (20%)**
This category examines the extent to which an applicant promotes an organizational culture that encourages ethical conduct and a commitment to compliance with the law. Specifically, the category measures an organization’s efforts and success at establishing an ethical tone at the top of the organization and then the steps taken to communicate, reinforce and monitor the effectiveness of that tone throughout every level of the organization. Ethisphere considers steps taken to establish an ethical culture as well as those to measure, evaluate and improve the culture.

Note that there is not a specific set of questions on this subject; rather, Ethisphere considers the organization’s responses to questions from throughout the survey that relate to the organization’s underlying culture.

Ethisphere would like to thank its partner RepRisk, a leading business intelligence provider specializing in environmental, social and governance (ESG) risk analytics and metrics. Harnessing a proprietary, systematic framework that leverages cutting-edge technology and hands-on human intelligence in 15 languages, RepRisk curates and delivers dynamic risk information for an unlimited universe of companies. For more information, please visit www.reprisk.com.
Elman cites a few key trends that are driving M&S to meet modern challenges. First and foremost is that of human rights, an area where the company has adopted an ambitious strategy. It is a signatory of the United Nations Global Compact and was one of the first companies to publish a Modern Day Slavery statement. It has also issued a separate Human Rights Report alongside its regular communication regarding Plan A.

Measurement is also critical. Plan A goes beyond a sustainability program, says Elman. “It’s a business transformation process. Without robust, reliable data, we can’t know how well we’re doing.” So the dedication to reporting internally and externally on sustainability is subjected to a rigor similar to that on financial data, detailing progress on stated goals in short and long term reports. M&S also communicates to its customers in innovative ways: last year it published its first interactive supply chain map for its clothing and food businesses showing the locations around the world from which it sources.

As the business has evolved in recent decades, the company has developed strategies for operating successfully and ethically within large, complex supply chains. In addition to its dedicated sustainability team, there are thousands of employees whose functions involve considering best practices in ethics on a daily basis. This culture has led organically to moving into sectors beyond retail. In addition to his responsibilities for the retailer portion of the company, Elman is also involved in M&S’s foray into the energy delivery area. “A natural extension of our business, given what we’ve heard from customers, is to help people live more sustainably overall. All of the electricity we provide is from renewable resources.”

Finally, even a sprawling enterprise must focus on a demand for local solutions to the issues people face. M&S operates not just on an e-commerce platform but also in 914 stores across the UK. The company’s Spark Something Good campaign has galvanized action in major markets in community efforts. M&S food stores are connected with local charities through the Neighbourly Social Network which also enables them to distribute surplus food. And all customers are able to select a charity for a donation every time they use their Sparks Card.

“Everyone who shops in M&S stores arrives with the expectation of high quality and excellent value in our products as well as top shelf customer service,” says Elman. “But they are also looking for us to take the lead in sustainable business practices. We are dedicated to the belief that the combination is what will support our brand for years to come.”
Effective communication is at the heart of all Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programs at Northern Trust. With more than 20 international locations in 92 markets globally and 16,500 employees and clients located around the world, the company focuses on efficient ways to talk about best practices and to demonstrate commitment through leadership. The way to do this right, asserts Lindsey, is with "clarity, discipline and focus."

Last year, Northern Trust created a CSR committee that communicates specific initiatives to the board and solicits feedback. Additionally, the Executive CSR Council—chaired by Lindsey—is tasked with the execution and communication of agreed upon strategy. It also produces the publicly available CSR Report, which was recently published for the sixth consecutive year.

Senior management regularly speaks about emerging CSR issues before full staff meetings in business units across the company, and the compliance team distributes a weekly online newsletter, Our Take, covering recent regulatory developments in banking and finance. The publication provides context about what a particular change means for the company and how it impacts the way they approach their work each day.

Other well-received programs include Northern Trustworthy, a series of short videos of Northern Trust employees across all levels of the company discussing ethical complexities they have faced and the ways in which they leveraged the resources and culture of the company to surmount these challenges. These interviews with real life examples have enhanced the comfort level employees have with reporting concerns. And the development of a single, online repository of CSR and compliance materials has streamlined internal searches so anyone in the company can quickly get an answer to a compliance question.

Finally, Northern Trust is continually listening to its clients and one result has been a focus on ESG (environmental, social and governance) investing strategies that now amount to nearly $60 billion in assets under management. "There is a tremendous commercial advantage to doing business in a sustainable way," says Lindsey. "Our clients want to invest according to their values. We believe capital deployment can generate investment returns while also improving our communities."

"Integrity, expertise and outstanding service are our company’s enduring principles," says Connie Lindsey of Northern Trust. "These values date back to our founding in 1889 and they are woven every day into our innovative, ethical business practices in all of the communities where we live and work." The Chicago based bank serves a sophisticated roster of clients including sovereign wealth funds and high net worth individuals as well as established hedge funds and corporate brands.

"Integrity, expertise and outstanding service are our company’s enduring principles," says Connie Lindsey of Northern Trust. "These values date back to our founding in 1889 and they are woven every day into our innovative, ethical business practices in all of the communities where we live and work." The Chicago based bank serves a sophisticated roster of clients including sovereign wealth funds and high net worth individuals as well as established hedge funds and corporate brands.
Jean-Pascal Tricoire
CEO and Chairman
Schneider Electric
Diversified Machinery

“We are convinced that access to energy is a basic human right,” says Jean-Pascal Tricoire, CEO and Chairman of Schneider Electric, which is based in Rueil-Malmaison, France. “And our business partners expect us to provide transparency to our customers while benefitting the planet and society.” The company’s bold stance extends to the aptly named Planet & Society Barometer, published every quarter at the same time as the company’s financial results.

Tricoire emphasizes this is a collective effort. “Our executive committee has identified ethics and integrity as one of five sustainability megatrends that drive our corporate strategy,” he says, “and this means all employees must feel involved.” Four key departments are fully engaged in the compliance and ethics program: sustainability, legal, internal audit and control and security.

Two distinctive training methods have been particularly effective. The first is a straightforward e-learning module with videos of executive committee members discussing integrity, human rights and ethical management. This is a powerful way, Tricoire asserts, for leadership to communicate its dedication to these principles.

The second involves what are known internally as Educational Kits. They draw upon employees recounting significant ethical dilemmas within their professional experience. These accounts provide depth and realism to the discussions managers hold with their teams and help ensure that other employees feel comfortable in raising potentially uncomfortable issues.

A key driver of the company’s current ethics and compliance program is the commitment to comply and promote with the guiding principles—particularly in the areas of anti-corruption and human rights—of the United Nations (UN) Global Compact, to which Schneider Electric became a signatory in 2002.

Since 2013, Tricoire has served as the Chair of the Global Compact in France, and the company has participated actively in a broad range of working groups within the organization and has encouraged as many suppliers and other partners as possible to join the Compact. With a purchasing power of more than $12.7B USD in 2015, this effort has a wide-ranging impact.

And the company is addressing a paradox at the core of its business model: balancing a reduction in its carbon footprint with what the organization sees as an indisputable right of everyone to access quality energy. During the COP 21 in Paris, the company made 10 strong commitments to become a carbon neutral company within 15 years, and last year at the COP 22 in Marrakech joined the Science-Based Target initiative. They plan to meet this goal within the bounds of their research and development, industrial operations and products and solutions.

“We take the long term view on sustainability,” asserts Tricoire, “and all of these efforts represent a key asset to attract and retain talent, increase job satisfaction and cultivate strong loyalty from our employees.”
Starbucks Mission & Values are the starting point of most every conversation within the company and serves as the foundation of its culture. “These values inform how we treat our customers and each other, as well as the way in which we conduct business,” says Swaya, “and ethical behavior is a critical component of this approach.” They also set the tone for how everyone at the company truly shows up for customers and communities and allows Starbucks to develop and nurture those relationships.

“We’re fortunate to have partners (what the company calls employees) around the world who share these values and use them to guide their work every day,” Swaya emphasizes.

These values are communicated with brevity and clarity throughout the organization—including over 25,000 retail outlets in 75 countries—which puts itself forth to be performance driven through the lens of humanity. Management is committed to everyone at Starbucks delivering the best in all they do, holding themselves accountable for results, as well as to creating a culture of warmth and belonging where everyone is welcome. The culture of connection also means being mindful of transparency, dignity and respect. There is boldness as well. Starbucks stakes a public claim to acting with courage, challenging the status quo and finding new ways to grow the company and each other.

One of only thirteen companies named to The World’s Most Ethical Companies list for all eleven years the honor has been conferred, Starbucks remains passionate about using its scale for good. Committed to offering ethically sourced and responsibly produced coffee, it has opened several Farmer Support Centers in origin countries across Africa, Asia and Latin America.

“I was fortunate enough to recently visit Hacienda Alsacia, our first company owned farm, in Costa Rica,” says Swaya. “Not only is it a fully operational coffee farm, it is also an agronomy research and development center that will help us continue to develop sustainable practices we can share with farming communities around the world. It was transformative to meet farmers and their families and hear their stories.”

Starbucks continues to make good on its promise to challenge the status quo. In response to President Trump’s January executive order to bar entry of refugees from seven countries, Howard Shultz pledged the company would look to hire 10,000 refugees in its stores worldwide, making the initial focus of hiring efforts on individuals who have served with US troops as interpreters and support in countries where the US military has requested assistance. This recent pledge builds upon one the company made back in 2013 to hire 10,000 veterans and active duty spouses by 2018, and has already hired 8,800.

---

WME by the Numbers

**Annual Revenue**

The most common revenue category among recipients was in the $10 million - $25 million range, with just over 30 percent of recognized companies fitting into that category.

*Source: The 2017 World’s Most Ethical Companies Data Set*
Ted Sugiyama
Executive Officer, Senior Vice President, Legal and Compliance
Kao Corporation
Health & Beauty

The foundation of all corporate activity at Tokyo based Kao Corporation is the Kao Way, with a mission to enrich the lives of people globally and contribute to the sustainability of the world. As the leading company in Japan with its household and personal care, cosmetics and chemicals businesses, the company has been engaging in business for 130 years with integrity, a core value spelled out in the Kao Way.

Kao Corporation has been the only Japanese company to be honored every year since 2007 on the World’s Most Ethical Companies list. “Integrity has been passed down from our founder and is embraced by all employees across the Kao Group” Sugiyama says. To make sure that it’s lived, the Kao Business Conduct Guidelines have been adopted since 2003. This drive for excellence with Integrity extends to close cooperation with diverse stakeholders ranging from consumers, customers, business partners, shareholders to local communities.

Another core value that drives the company to excel is Yoki-Monozukuri – Yoki in Japanese means good or excellent and Monozukuri manufacturing of products. Yoki-Monozukuri is about creating new value through innovation to provide products and brands of excellent value for consumer satisfaction.

In 2009, it unveiled a new corporate message—enriching lives in harmony with nature—together with the Kao Environmental Statement. More recently in 2013, it declared the Kao Sustainability Statement to communicate its commitment to building a sustainable society with its focus on conservation, community and culture.

Sustainability is a part of the business at Kao. This is reflected in all aspects, including how it designs products. Kao adopts universal design—which facilitates the enrichment of the lives of consumers—for a wide range of its products. There are three pillars to its universal design program: products are user friendly and developed with a focus on accessibility, safety and ease; they bring joy in the daily lives of consumers; they contribute to the promotion of social inclusion through the consideration of diverse lifestyles. “We’ve introduced Universal Design products at our two Kao museums and have received extremely positive feedback from visitors as well as from consumers through our Consumer Communication Center,” Sugiyama says.

Conservation is one of the key focus areas in sustainability and one way of engaging with stakeholders is by nurturing the next generation. The Kao International Painting Contest for Children, for example, is an annual painting contest for school children, hosted with the aim of encouraging the younger generation around the world to think and share messages about the earth’s future through their paintings. Now in its seventh year, the contest received 12,456 entries in 2016 from 37 countries and regions, providing a valuable opportunity to engage with the younger generation to help pass down a sustainable community.
Being present. We have all heard it but what does it mean? Yet another buzzword that infiltrates and permeates and ends up in a commercial?

At Ethisphere’s 2015 Global Ethics Summit, Robert Smith, founder of private equity firm Vista, shared their performance secret was training employees for the long term and allowing each employee to bring their best selves to work.

Today, the sounds of change grow louder and the discourse more intense. It’s true with families, communities and with business. The best companies are able to acknowledge this and not hide from the moment. They are present.

So why is this important? Eighty-eight percent of the companies recognized by Ethisphere as 2017 World’s Most Ethical Companies® formally link, measure and communicate community involvement with the overall corporate strategy. It’s no coincidence that last year these same companies outperformed financial benchmarks by over three percent. They represent the leaders with awareness of what is happening in their ecosystem.

Recognizing challenges in low-income communities, U.S. Bank developed products for 35 million Americans who are un-banked or under-banked. This won’t increase profits, but it will improve quality of life in communities. And for years, U.S. Bank’s performance has led their sector.

Starbucks has just announced a plan to hire refugees around the world. It isn’t giving up on the global market, no matter what the rhetoric. It’s also smart business: an investment of $1,000 in Starbucks stock at IPO in 1992 is now worth nearly $300,000.

Microsoft President Brad Smith and CEO Satya Nadella have spoken out on the recent executive order regarding US immigration. Their priority is employees, partners and customers around the world. They aren’t pulling back on their commitments. Microsoft’s market cap is in the top five of all companies.

A recently released McKinsey & Company study showed those companies determined to be long-term generated on average 12,000 more jobs and grew their market capitalization by $7 billion and generated forty-seven percent more revenue compared to their short-term counterparts. I’m certain these companies are present in their thinking and in their jurisdictions around the world.

In a January article in Fortune, Alan Fleishmann wrote we’ve entered the age of CEO as statesman. These tumultuous times will require CEOs to deploy perseverance, perceptiveness and clarity—skills traditionally associated with diplomats. Successful statesmen, Fleishmann contends, draw upon a moral compass to act in the best interests of their charge. Decisiveness lends credibility to their actions.

This isn’t politics. There’s never a wrong way to do or say the right thing. As with our families and communities a voice not spoken gets louder by the moment. One must be present. The best companies are today and will be so tomorrow.

Tim Erblich
Chief Executive Officer
Ethisphere
Congratulations to This Year’s 124 Honorees.

You’ve raised the bar for corporate behavior and represent the new standard for sustainable businesses and long-term success.